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Abstract

Spring mechanisms have been developed, since late 1970s, to provide some freedom of deformation to the wooden supports of paintings; however, no scientific method is up to now available for optimizing their design parameters. This article deals with theoretical and experimental work on the replica of an actual wooden support restored in a Florentine laboratory. A model is developed to describe its deformational behaviour after an auxiliary support has been applied by means of springs. The main outcome of such a research, still on-going, is a numerical model verified experimentally, enabling a restorer to choose the most appropriate mechanical parameters for springs in order to obtain the desired control of deformations and stresses produced by the expected environmental conditions.
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Research aims

To design a spring-controlled support system for conservation of panel paintings, a numerical model is useful to predict the behaviour of both the board and the support in response to variations of environmental conditions. This article presents a practical model, as simplified as possible but sufficient to take into account the main phenomena and to allow the choice of the design parameters to obtain a given control of the mechanical behaviour of the wooden support.
1. Introduction

Interventions that contribute to long-term conservation of panel paintings in the best possible state have presented a challenge to curators and restorers. Variation of environmental microclimate may induce changes in moisture content and moisture gradients, transient or permanent deformations, stresses and damage to both the wooden support and the paint layer, up to the detachment of the layer from the wooden support [1]. Wood science, specifically using modelling of phenomena like shrinkage/swelling, creep, relaxation, and mechano-sorptive effects, can help to analyse and optimize restoration interventions [2-7], taking into account the individual painted panels and their environment including the contribution of ground layers, paint layers and protective varnishes. Crossbeams or more complex frameworks were often applied on the back face of a support, having – among others – the function of controlling its deformations produced by fluctuations of the environmental conditions (especially air temperature and relative humidity). Connections between the boards and the cross-beams are of various types, including nails (clinched back into the wood to prevent them from slipping off), metal or wooden bridges or other devices allowing for some sliding, dovetailed couplings (trapezoidal shape of the cross-beam’s cross-section, inserted in corresponding grooves made in the planking; however, sliding is not so easy due to the large friction forces acting on the slanted edges). Although the above connections were designed to allow for some movements and to minimize damage, they cannot cope with large environmental variations taking place, for example, in “difficult” original locations or when paintings are moved from original locations to museums where heating systems are installed, or when the presence of a large number of visitors severely modifies the environment. Many interventions have been devised and implemented to modify the mechanical characteristics of the connection between planking and crossbeams, and hence to reduce damage, for instance see [2]. Although based on good intentions, many of such interventions have had negative consequences. At present time, the soundest approach to solving the problems is to control the environmental conditions (if possible) rather than to modify the physical structure of the wooden support. However, in many cases, there is a need for replacing or reconstructing the system of crossbeams; e.g. when it has been destroyed by previous interventions, or when serious accidents have severely damaged the support.

In these cases, a compromise needs to be reached: a stiff connection will induce permanent deformations (caused by complex rheological phenomena in wood) and, in case of large environmental variations, it may even produce cracks and ruptures in the wooden support and, in consequence, damages to the paint layer; whereas a too yielding connection will be useless, being unable at all to control deformations. An interesting supporting technique was developed since 1987 at OPD (Opificio delle Pietre Dure – a state restoration laboratory located in Florence, Italy) consisting of a supporting system, connected to the rear of the panel by means of springs (Fig. 1). This kind of structure is described by Ciatti [8], Uzielli [9] and Miller [10].
The practical implementation of such a technique is quite satisfactory, and has now been adopted by several restoration laboratories; however, one of the main problems still unsolved, is the definition of the most desirable mechanical parameters of the springs, i.e. their stiffness and the pre-load to be used when installing them. Of course, such parameters cannot be the same in every case, but need to be calibrated for each situation. In fact, the question implies two aspects: (a) choosing the type and amount of desirable control, to obtain the best possible conservation of the painting; this fundamental choice, to be made on the basis of the conservation problems shown by the painted panel, and of the expected environmental conditions, is not discussed in this paper; (b) choosing the mechanical parameters of springs to obtain the desired mechanical behaviour of the panel, is discussed in this paper. To illustrate the approach, a specific situation and set of assumptions will also be considered.

2. Experiment

2.1 Experimental set-up and testing

The experimental set-up consists of two partial replicas (i.e. two sections of planking made of “new” wood, having the same thickness and width of the original, of reduced length along the grain direction, one of them similarly connected with springs to an equivalent frame as the original) of an actual panel painting, on which the restorer actually applied a support system similarly connected with springs. The original panel is a Florentine triptych Madonna in trono col Bambino e Santi (Fig. 2), painted in 1435 by Andrea di Giusto (~1400 – 1450), conserved at the Museo delle Piture Murali, Prato, Italy. The painting was restored in 2009 and the auxiliary support with a spring mechanism designed by the Florentine restorer Daniele Piacenti was applied. The wooden support of this triptych, like the supports of many Italian panel paintings, especially in Central Italy during late 13th, 14th and early 15th centuries, was made of boards of poplar (Populus alba L.) [9, 11], glued along their edges to form the planking. For this species, air-dry density $\rho_o$ ranges between 390 and 460 kg.m$^{-3}$ [6,12].
Two identical replicas of a portion of the above mentioned panel were built and equipped with measuring devices in order to provide experimental data to be compared with the outcome from the numerical model. Each replica (Fig. 3) was made of two poplar boards glued along an edge; the width (768 mm) and thickness (38 mm) were the same as those of the original central panel, whereas the length along the grain was only 600 mm, as compared to the approximately 1200 mm height of the original panel. The replicas were vapour-proofed with rubber latex on the front face, simulating a protective varnish, as well as on the four lateral edges to eliminate edge effects. Replica “A” was connected by means of springs to an auxiliary support and equipped with 3 “deformometric kits” (DK) [4,7,13-16] to monitor the deformation (cupping and swelling/shrinkage) over time. Additionally, each spring was also equipped with a displacement transducer to monitor its deflection, and hence the force between the panel and the support acting on it. Replica “B” was left free and equipped with 3 DKs. Moreover, the shrinkage/swelling at several points on the back face of both panels were manually measured at time intervals, by means of a digital calliper (resolution 0.01 mm, accuracy 0.05 mm). All the sensors were connected to data loggers, so enabling to monitor over time how each panel reacts to humidity.
changes and to evaluate the influence of the auxiliary support. These experimental results are used to assess the numerical model.

The auxiliary support was basically the same as the one installed by the restorer on the original triptych. However, since the panel’s length was smaller, the support installed behind replica “A” included only two cross-beams, connected to each other by two vertical elements to form a rectangular frame; each beam was made of oak wood, 80×22 mm² cross section, and was connected to the wooden panel by means of 5 equally spaced springs, having stiffness $\kappa = 2.4$ N.mm² and an initial pre-load deformation $v$ of 10 mm, when the panel was still flat.

The two replicas were manufactured and assembled when the wood had reached equilibrium in a climatic chamber set at 30 °C and 40% relative humidity (RH). The chamber’s climate was then set and maintained at 30 °C and 80% RH during approximately 2 months; during such period equilibrium was not reached. Finally, the chamber’s climate was brought back and maintained at 30 °C and 40% RH during almost 7 months; according to graph in Fig. 4, such a long duration was required to reach asymptotically an equilibrium condition. The deformations were automatically monitored by means of the data loggers, performing readings at 15 min intervals, and occasional manual measurements were also performed with the digital calliper. The panels were periodically weighed to assess the changes of their moisture content - the connected equipment was not hygroscopic, therefore its weight remained constant and was considered as an inert tare. Some other pieces from the same original poplar boards were also periodically weighed and eventually oven-dried, so that, based on their oven-dry weight, the wood moisture content at time of each weighing could be calculated.

2.2 Deflection kinetics in response to humidity changes

The panel needs almost 5 months to recover a flat state at a stable RH, corresponding to a constant moisture content (MC) through the thickness. Fig. 4 shows that even if the RH is not perfectly stable, practically the panel does not react to very short perturbations*.

---

* During the initial period at 80% RH, significant (~3% to 10% RH) fluctuations take place, and the panel reacts with clearly visible deformations (corresponding to approximately $\varepsilon=0.01\%$ on the back face). During the following period at 40% RH, fluctuations are minor (~ 1.5% RH), and the panel shows no reactions, except for the 7/2009 event, when RH increases by ~3% during ~15 days and a small but significant deflection (corresponding to approximately $\varepsilon=0.02\%$ on the back face) shows up.
Spring loading tends to keep the panel flat in case of a tendency to cup. When the bending moment generated by MC gradients acts to move away the panel from the flat state, the two effects are opposed. This affects the panel reactivity to climatic changes. As evidenced by Fig. 4b, when the cupping decreases, the panel equipped with the auxiliary support is more reactive than the one without support. The difference between “A” and “B” deflections, $f_A = 12.9$ mm and $f_B = 14.6$ mm (Fig. 4b), is not very important: deflection reduction due to the use of the support is only 12%. This suggests that with the present design mainly the panel, rather than the support, drives the global behaviour of the system. The forces are measured (by means of the spring deformations) at selected springs, and differ according to their positions along the width. Small differences between forces at corresponding springs (F1 and F10), (F3 and F8) and (F5 and F6), visible in Fig 4c, highlight a slightly non-symmetric behaviour of the panel, although the difference never exceeds 2 N, a relative difference of 4%. The forces are larger when moisture increases (51 N) than when moisture decreases (20 N); this is due to different deformation dynamics produced by the asymmetry of moisture exchanges (and boundary conditions) between the panel and the environment during the transient phases (see following § 3).
3. Modelling the support action

3.1 Model description

A numerical one-dimensional beam model, based on finite elements, is used to simulate the support action and the panel movements (Fig. 5). The panel movements are predicted by the model, with the assumption that the front (painted) face is totally impervious to water vapour. This reflects an ideal situation, where protective varnish is still an efficient continuous layer. That will emphasize the transient deformations caused by the presence and the evolution in time of non-symmetric moisture content. Other crude assumptions will be made, such as an equivalent stiffness for the support beams, and an assumed moisture profile along the panel thickness. The validity of these assumptions is not much an issue here. Their replacement by more realistic alternatives is always possible, without affecting the global logic of the approach (but number of input parameters has to be related to craftsmen needs).

![Fig. 5 - 2D finite elements model of a wooden panel, with the auxiliary support connected by means of springs](image)

The model takes into consideration the unilateral contact conditions between the panel and the support, the stiffness of springs and their pre-load. When the contact is established (no gap) the contact force equals the initial pre-load. When the panel cups, the spring force is larger than the initial pre-load and tends to establish the contact.

![Fig. 6 - Definition of the spring force and pre-strain: (left) free mounting, (centre) pre-strain, (right) after cupping](image)
We assume here a linear relationship between the spring force and its compression deformation (Fig. 6); the overall behaviour can be summarized as

\[ u = \kappa^{-1} (F - F_0) \tag{1} \]

with \( u \) the spring compression deformation due to the panel cupping and \( \kappa \) the spring linear stiffness. The brackets denote the positive part of their argument. This model is implemented as a parallel association of springs and unilateral contact conditions between the support and the panel. Finally, the boundary conditions are chosen to fix the rigid body motions. The moisture content is defined as \( w = (m_w - m_o)/m_o \) with \( m_w \) and \( m_o \) the sample mass in wet and oven dried condition, respectively [17]. The moisture distribution along the thickness is here assumed to be linear (Fig. 7), though experimental results of Kollmann [18] can be used as an alternative.

This assumption on the moisture variation in the thickness can lead to an overestimation of the deflection. A linear relation between swelling/shrinkage and moisture content is assumed.

If the reference state is defined as the one with a uniform moisture content \( w_i \) (an initial stabilized state), the constitutive equation can be written as:

\[ \sigma = E(\varepsilon - \varepsilon_w) \text{ where } \varepsilon_w = \alpha(w - w_i)(1 - y/h) \tag{2} \]

where \( w \) is the moisture content; \( \varepsilon, \sigma, E \) and \( \alpha \) are the strain, stress, Young’s modulus and hygroscopic expansion along the beam length direction, respectively, and \( h \) is the board thickness.

The bending moment \( M \) due to the moisture content gradient along the thickness, calculated at the middle of the thickness, can be expressed as:

\[ M = b \int_0^h E\varepsilon(y)(h/2 - y)dy \tag{3} \]

where \( b \) is the width of the wood piece.
So, with the previous assumptions, one gets:

\[
M = \frac{1}{12}bh^2E\alpha(w - w_i)
\]  

(4)

The model is parameterized in order to highlight quantities of practical significance for designing the auxiliary support: initial compression deformation of springs \(v\), springs stiffness \(\kappa\), number of springs per crossbar of the support, panel width, length and thickness, wood properties of both panel and support, number of crossbars in the support (Table 1).

Table 1 - Parameters used in the model (for values with a starred superscript, refer to Annex A1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PANEL (poplar)</th>
<th>SUPPORT (oak)</th>
<th>SPRINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(E^*)</td>
<td>607 MPa</td>
<td>(E) 14155 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha^*)</td>
<td>0.195 %/%</td>
<td>(\alpha) 0 %/%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>768 mm</td>
<td>Width 768 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>600 mm</td>
<td>Height 160 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>38 mm</td>
<td>Thickness 22 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>8363 g</td>
<td>Weight 3602 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K)</td>
<td>2.4 N.mm(^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v)</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of spring per crossbars</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of crossbars</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Numerical results

The simulation concerns a panel initially at a stable humidity state, which is dried by reducing the moisture content by 6.6 %, arising from a fall from 80 to 40 %RH according to the average isotherm sorption curve described by the Guggenheim, Anderson and Boer-Dent (GAB) model in Bratasz [19] for *Populus sp.* hardwood:

\[
w = w_m \frac{C_{GAB}K_{GAB}a_0}{(1 - K_{GAB}a_0)(1 - K_{GAB}a_0 + C_{GAB}K_{GAB}a_0)}
\]  

(5)

with \(a_0=RH/100\) the air relative humidity, \(w_m\) the moisture content of the monolayer on dry basis, \(C_{GAB}\) the energy constant related to the difference of free enthalpy of water molecules in the liquid state and in the monolayer, \(K_{GAB}\) characterizing the state of the sorbed molecules beyond the first layer. The GAB constants are given in Table 2 together with other material parameters of wood extracted from Guitard [20] and Bratasz [19].
Table 2 - Material characteristics of poplar and oak wood determined at 13.7% of moisture content at 20°C and depending on the density $d$ (after [19,20]) and parameters of the GAB model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bratasz [19] GAB model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Species</strong></td>
<td><strong>Populus Alba L.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$ (g/cm$^3$)</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$ (%)</td>
<td>13.7 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$ (°C)</td>
<td>20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_R$ (MPa)</td>
<td>1065 ± 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_T$ (MPa)</td>
<td>515 ± 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_L$ (MPa)</td>
<td>9692 ± 665</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The finite element model uses $n_s = 1005$ elements (the 2-node Hermite elements - 500 for the panel and 500 for the support, plus one 2-node bar element for each spring), all the calculations were performed using the open-source finite-element code Cast3m [21,22]. The model response with the previous loading is depicted in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 - Numerical solution for a decrease by 7% in the moisture content on the panel

The maximum central deflection obtained is 23.8 mm. The maximum force in the springs is located at the centre of the panel with a value of 102 N. If the support did not exist, the central deflection would be 25.2 mm, so that the deflection reduction due to the support is 6%.

Table 3 - Central deflection (in mm) resulting from various spring configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$v$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\kappa$ (N.mm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\approx 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 gives some results of the model in various conditions. One can notice that the spring mechanism in the support device is not very effective here. The support structure is not so stiff and the selected springs have a low stiffness. This confirms that the support structure is under-dimensionalized with such geometry and mechanical properties.
3.3 Influence of material parameters

Influence of moisture gradient
The analysis of a simple 1D diffusion model along the thickness was performed to check if the linear gradient assumption is acceptable, and is reported in Annex A3. The internal bending moment calculated using a more realistic, non-linear moisture gradient differs by less than 5% from that obtained using a linear gradient. Thus, the linear gradient is accepted to keep the model as simple as possible. The assumption of a perfectly impervious latex layer is less acceptable. The over-estimation of the bending moment (and of the cupping) can be estimated at 27% according to the calculations detailed in Annex A3.

Influence of the material radial orthotropic basis (related to the change of the growth rings orientation along the width)
As it is well known, the material behaviour of the wood has a radial orthotropic symmetry due to its radial secondary growth. This specificity changes the anatomical structure along the board width. The influence is discussed in Annex A1, even if the shearing effect is neglected (Colmars [4] has proposed some way for taking the shearing effect into account). As before, we focus on the effect of the material basis rotation compared to a simple model with a homogeneous radial direction along the width. This choice generates an estimated error on the central deflection of 39%: the simulation gives a central deflection of 14.6 mm, whereas the flatsawn orientation (see the Annex A1) gives 23.8 mm, due to a much higher swelling expansion of wood in the tangential direction). It is important to keep in mind that the model result is dramatically influenced by the value of the swelling parameter (not determined experimentally herein) and the moisture content variation (predicted with a sorption curve, not measured herein).

Influence of the latex layer
In this simplified model, the latex (or the pictorial layer in the real case) was just considered as setting a humidity boundary condition. The mechanical role of this layer has not been taken into account. A simple estimation by homogenization, like in Marcon [5], with two layers of different bending stiffness, leads to an error in deflection of 29% ($\psi = 1.29$) for a 2 mm thickness gesso layer of a stiffness of 2000 MPa and less than 1% ($\psi = 1.002$) for a 2 mm thickness of latex layer with a stiffness of 10 MPa (the case here), see Hagan [23]. These errors are extracted from Annex A2. So the effect of a gesso layer should not be under-estimated. Nevertheless, this analysis assumes a perfect paint layer, while with ageing it exhibits many micro-cracks (craquelures) and its stiffness may be smaller. Cracking with a large number of micro-cracks may indeed reduce the overall macroscopic stiffness. There is locally a stress redistribution that leads to a crack network [12]. Taking into account the ageing effect, the additional stiffness is not an issue, but renders the model more difficult to manage (with the requirement for a further new constitutive parameter to be estimated).
3.4 Model sensitivity analysis

To assess the accuracy of the numerical method, several spatial discretisations for the model are considered. The numerical results are reported in Fig. 9 as the evolution of the central deflection on the panel with different numbers of elements \( n_S \). The solution converges quickly with more than \( n_S = 100 \) elements, with a relative error of 0.03\% on the central deflection, and for \( n_S = 500 \) the total convergence is reached. This last value was selected in all simulations in this study.

![Graph showing central deflection vs. number of elements](image)

*Fig. 9 - Influence of the discretisation - the number of elements \( n_s \) - on the central deflection.*

The sensitivity of the model’s response to variations in the material parameters was also tested. Each parameter \( x \) was increased or decreased by its respective error \( \Delta x \) determined in Table 2 and the influence on the central deflection and the maximum spring force is summarised in Table 4 (for \( \beta = 1.1 \), see Annex A3). The complete analysis indicates that the swelling/shrinkage parameter mainly drives the model response. Next sections compare the experimental and the numerical results.

*Table 4 - Model sensitivity to input parameters*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( x )</th>
<th>( E^* ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( \alpha^* )</th>
<th>( f ) (mm)</th>
<th>( F ) (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x^-\Delta x )</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>607</td>
<td><strong>0.195</strong></td>
<td><strong>17.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>86</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x^+\Delta x )</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* for values with a starred superscript, refer to Annex A1
3.5 Comparison between experimental and numerical results

The numerical study has taken into account the growth ring orientation, impermeability of the latex layer to water vapour as described in the previous sections. Table 5 summarizes the results in terms of the central deflection and the maximum force applied by springs. The numerical model overestimates the spring forces as well as the central deflection. The indicated error ranges are deduced from the sensitivity analysis for the numerical model, and from the sensor precisions for the experimental measurements. For practical purpose of this model, we choose to provide a framework for which only input parameters from literature are required, and not parameters measured for the replica. In such a case, a predictive accuracy of about 33 % is reached (with the measured input parameters, the accuracy can be improved with the same model). Nevertheless, this accuracy is sufficient considering the purpose of such model.

Table 5 - Comparison between experimental and numerical results for the support effect on the panel central deflection and forces applied by the springs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Humidity step</th>
<th>$F_{\text{max}}$ (N) spring</th>
<th>$f_{\text{max}}$ (mm): with the support (A)</th>
<th>$f_{\text{max}}$ (mm): without any support (B)</th>
<th>Effect of the support on the deflection reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>51 ± 2</td>
<td>12.9 ± 0.8</td>
<td>14.6 ± 0.9</td>
<td>12 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>86 ± 7</td>
<td>17.2 ± 2.9</td>
<td>18.4 ± 2.8</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error num/exp</td>
<td>68 %</td>
<td>33 %</td>
<td>26 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model can now be used to provide a tool for restorers to determine optimised support dimension and spring adjustment in relation to the deflection reduction that is expected, together with a limitation of forces that the springs exert on the board.

4. Global behaviour design diagram

The aim here is to provide restorers with a tool which may assist them to design and adjust the auxiliary support and the springs. Following discussions with several restorers, three elements have been identified which need to be taken into account for the device optimisation: (1) the rupture force of the connection between the panel and the support (usually glued); (2) the total stress level, induced by springs on the panel, not to be exceeded; (3) the deflection reduction one expects to obtain. The two main adjusting variables are on the one hand the spring stiffness and pre-load, and on the other hand the global structural stiffness of the support, controlled by Young’s modulus and thickness of the cross beams. According to the assumptions made in this study and the chosen model, one can anticipate that: (i) the Young’s modulus of the support has a first-order effect on its structural stiffness; (ii) the thickness contributes by an order 3 to the bending inertia (and hence to the structural stiffness) but by an order 1 to the deflection due to humidity fluctuations; (iii) the ratio of support and
panel widths contributes by an order 1; (iv) increasing the number of springs lines is equivalent to increasing the spring stiffness.

This analysis allows to conclude that the three following parameters mainly control the global behaviour of the support-panel system: the spring stiffness $\kappa$ (N.mm$^{-1}$), the spring pre-load deflection $v$ (mm) and the thickness of the support $h$ (mm). Once the basic variables of the problem are identified, one may study their influence by scanning their admissible ranges of variation. For instance, the springs available and the preload deformation determine that their stiffness can range between almost zero to 80 N.mm$^{-1}$ and a preload $v$ from 0 to 10 mm. Table 6 gives all the parameters of the simulation.

![Fig. 10 - Design diagram of the auxiliary support for two thicknesses of its cross-beams: 22 and 38 mm. $\kappa$: linear stiffness of springs (N.mm$^{-1}$), $v$: preload deflection of springs (mm). Caption: the triangles ($\triangle$) stand for results without support and the circles (O) stand for results with support.](image)

**Table 6 - Parameters used for the thickness effect study, in order to plot Fig. 10**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PANEL (poplar)</th>
<th>SUPPORT (oak)</th>
<th>SPRINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E^*$ 607 MPa</td>
<td>$E$ 14155 MPa</td>
<td>$\kappa$ 0 to 80 N.mm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^*$ 0.195 %/%</td>
<td>$\alpha$ 0 %/%</td>
<td>$v$ 0 to 10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width 768 mm</td>
<td>Width 768 mm</td>
<td># of spring per crossbars 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height 600 mm</td>
<td>Height 160 mm</td>
<td># of crossbars 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness 38 mm</td>
<td>Thickness 22 and 38 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10 shows the maximum deflection at the centre of the panel with respect to the force applied by the springs for a decrease by 6.6 % in the moisture content, for different pairs of stiffness and initial spring loading deformation ($\kappa, v$). It highlights the fact that the support as initially proposed by the restorer (22 mm thick) is underdimensioned. Indeed, whatever the spring stiffness/preload ($\kappa, v$), one can expect a 54 % reduction of the central deflection of the panel. The initial design of the support
is too compliant, so in Fig. 10 it is compared with a case of a support thickness equivalent to that of the panel (38 mm). This thickness allows a wider range of deflection reduction. The restorer is hence to choose the best compromise between an optimal deflection reduction (to avoid negative aesthetic effect and to control strain in the pictorial layer [12]) and the loads applied on the panel. This diagram provides only two configurations of thickness; obviously the finite element model can provide curves for other ranges of thickness.

5. Conclusion

An actual conservation treatment has been studied, by which an ad hoc auxiliary support was designed to partially control the wooden support’s deformations under humidity variations. A numerical model is provided and used to generate a design diagram. The model was verified experimentally on a replica of the original panel painting.

On the one hand, numerical results and experimental measurements obtained indicate that the auxiliary support which has been used in the experimental tests should have been stiffer, in order to be efficient. With the present configuration, the maximum effect (with stiff springs and a large pre-load) is a reduction of 12% of the deflection. With a stiffer frame, a higher influence of the support can be expected. A study of forces and stresses in the panel has to be carried out to get more relevant answers. The numerical model gives results with an accuracy of about 33% when compared to the experiments in the present case of a latex coating.

Simplistic assumptions were made to reduce as much as possible the parameters (estimated here from the literature data) of the model. Some phenomena are not taken into account here: the deformation produced by shear in a bending test (see Colmars [4]), the coupling between the moisture diffusion and the elastic behaviour (see Dureisseix [12,6]), the mechano-sorptive effects [4-6,17,24,25]. Other authors have conducted research on bending due to wood drying, e.g. Mauget [26], Olek [27,28], Perré [29] and Rémond [30] to calculate curvature and stresses (2D and 3D).

The study shows that sufficient information about the wood structure controlling the swelling behaviour can be obtained from simple direct observation of the edge of the panel.

The experimental study is still in progress. This article focuses on only one complete cycle of moistening-drying (40-80-40 %RH) lasting almost one year, because the panel requires 5 months to reach a steady state. By integrating all the subsequent data, we expect to characterize more precisely the behaviour of the support combination in a further study.

However, balance must be found between the model’s accuracy, and availability of the required input data and ease of use.

Finally, as already mentioned in the Introduction, choosing the type and amount of desirable control, to obtain the best possible conservation of the painting is a fundamental choice, to be made on the basis of the conservation problems shown by the painted panel, and of the expected environmental conditions. Such subject needs further research and discussion with curators and restorers, so that they are provided with further suitable decision-making tools, in addition to their wide knowledge
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A.1 Influence of the material symmetry basis (related to growth rings)

Due to the mainly radial secondary growth of trees, the material local basis (R: radial, T: tangential, and L: longitudinal) changes in the wood panel. With a beam model, we try to take into account this change only in the beam axis direction, neglecting the basis change in the thickness of the panel. For instance, for the present replica with two planks, the trunk axis locations have been identified in Fig. A1 from ring orientations.

\[
\frac{1}{E(\theta)} = \frac{1}{E_T} \cos^4 \theta + \frac{1}{E_R} \sin^4 \theta + \left( \frac{1}{G_{RT}} - 2 \frac{\nu_{RT}}{E_R} \right) \sin^2 \theta \cos^2 \theta
\]  
\[\text{a1}\]

and its average value \(E^*\) is such that

\[
\frac{1}{E^*} = \frac{1}{b} \int_0^b \frac{1}{E(\theta)} \, dx
\]

\[\text{a2}\]

with \(\lambda = \theta_b / \tan \theta_b\) and \(\tan \theta_b = b / a\). Similar expressions can be obtained for other material parameters. For instance, with the swelling / shrinkage parameters \(a\), useful for deriving internal axial stresses, one gets

\[
\alpha^* = \frac{1}{b} \int_0^b \left( \alpha_R \sin^2 \theta + \alpha_T \cos^2 \theta \right) \, dx = \lambda \alpha_T + (1 - \lambda) \alpha_R
\]  
\[\text{a3}\]
Similarly for the diffusion in the thickness direction, one gets

\[ D^* = \frac{1}{b} \int_0^b \left( D_R \cos^2 \theta + D_T \sin^2 \theta \right) dx = \lambda D_R + (1 - \lambda) D_T \]  

(a4)

**Fig. A2. Local material basis orientation model.**

Since the panel is made of two planks, the averaging process can be done twice. The resulting values are collected in Table A1.

**Table A1: Parameters of the panel (with data after [12,19,20,27,28]).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planck 1</th>
<th>a = 109 mm</th>
<th>b = 194 mm</th>
<th>h = 38 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_R )</td>
<td>1065 MPa</td>
<td>( E_T )</td>
<td>515 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_r )</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>( a_r )</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_R )</td>
<td>2.50 ( \times ) 10^{-10} m²s⁻¹</td>
<td>( D_T )</td>
<td>0.54 ( \times ) 10^{-10} m²s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planck 2</td>
<td>a = 61 mm</td>
<td>b = 190 mm</td>
<td>h = 38 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_R )</td>
<td>1065 MPa</td>
<td>( E_T )</td>
<td>515 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_r )</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>( a_r )</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_R )</td>
<td>2.50 ( \times ) 10^{-10} m²s⁻¹</td>
<td>( D_T )</td>
<td>0.54 ( \times ) 10^{-10} m²s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E' )</td>
<td>607 MPa</td>
<td>( a_r' )</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, planks are described by only one Young’s modulus, one swelling coefficient and one parameter for the diffusion. This additional assumption allows keeping a low number of input parameters.

### A.2 Influence of the gesso stiffness

If we consider a pure bending case, with a 2-layered beam (a wood panel of thickness \( h \) and stiffness \( E \), and a gesso of thickness \( h' \) and stiffness \( E' \)), the axial strain in the beam is \( \varepsilon = \gamma(y - e) \), with \( e \) the position of the neutral axis, and \( g \) the unitary rotation angle, *Fig. A3.*

**Fig. A3. A two-layered beam**
The classical beam theory leads to the expression of the neutral axis and of the bending stiffness $M/g$ ($M$ is the bending moment). When the ratio $h'/h$ is small, they read:

$$\frac{e}{h} = \frac{1}{2}(1+\delta) \text{ with } \delta = \frac{(E'h')/(Eh)}{1+(E'h'/Eh)} \text{, and } M = \frac{Eh^3}{12}\psi \text{ with } \psi = 1 + 3\delta$$  \hspace{1cm} (a5)

Without gesso ($h' = 0$), one recovers $e = h/2$ and $\psi = 1$.

**A.3 Influence of the moisture content profile in the panel thickness**

The distribution of the moisture content $w$ in the panel thickness may influence the panel bending, since the corresponding internal bending moment is

$$M = \int_0^h \sigma(y)\left(h/2 - y\right)dy \text{ with } \sigma = E\alpha\left[w(y) - w_i\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (a6)

A linear evolution $w = w_i + \Delta w(1 - y/h)$ leads to an adimensional bending moment

$$\overline{M} = M / (E\alpha\Delta wh^2) = 1/12$$  \hspace{1cm} (a7)

Nevertheless, one may expect the moisture content profile to be driven with moisture diffusion in the panel thickness direction, which reads:

$$\frac{\partial w}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (a8)

with initial conditions $w(y,t=0) = w_i$ and with boundary conditions $w(y=0,t) = w_i + \Delta w$ and, if the pictorial layer is impervious, $\rho_D \partial w / \partial y = 0$ at $y = h$.

The adimensional version of (a8) is

$$\frac{\partial \overline{w}}{\partial \tilde{t}} = D \frac{\partial^2 \overline{w}}{\partial \tilde{y}^2} \text{ with } \overline{w}(\tilde{y},\tilde{t} = 0) = 0 \text{, } \overline{w}(\tilde{y} = 0,\tilde{t}) = 1 \text{ and } \frac{\partial \overline{w}}{\partial \tilde{y}} (\tilde{y} = 1,\tilde{t}) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (a9)

where $\overline{w} = (w - w_i)/\Delta w$, $\tilde{y} = y/h$ and $\tilde{t} = t/\tau$ with the characteristic diffusion time $\tau = h^2 / D$. The solution $\overline{w}$ can be obtained, for example numerically, and is depicted in Fig. A4a. At each time step $\tilde{t}$, the adimensional bending moment $\overline{M}(\tilde{t})$ can be obtained and its evolution is plotted in Fig. A4b. Its maximal value $\overline{M}_{\text{max}} = 0.96/12$ is reached at $\tilde{t} = 0.084$ and is very close to the value obtained with a linear profile. Therefore, there is only a small influence of the moisture content profile for such a case.
Nevertheless, it happens that the paint layer is not perfectly impervious but exhibits a (small) moisture permeability \( k \); in such a case, the boundary condition at \( y = h \) is replaced with \( \rho_o D \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} = -\rho_o k (w - w_I - \Delta w) \) or with the adimensional form

\[
\frac{\partial \bar{w}}{\partial \bar{y}} (\bar{y} = 1) = -\beta (\bar{w}(\bar{y} = 1) - 1) \quad \text{with} \quad \beta = \rho_o kh / \rho_o D
\]

(a10)

The previous problem to determine the moisture content profile is therefore now parameterized with \( b \) and its maximal value is plotted in Fig. A5.

To get a practical value for \( b \), an identification of the moisture permeability \( r_o k \) is necessary. Using literature values [31], and in [32], for spruce (\textit{Picea abies}) and a water-based white acrylic paint (60 g/cm\(^2\)), the moisture permeability is \( r_o k = 8.8 \times 10^{-6} \) kg.m\(^{-2}\).s\(^{-1}\). [23] reports for a cellulose acetate coating with a thickness of 0.5 mm, an approximated value of \( 1.7 \times 10^{-7} \) kg.m\(^{-2}\).s\(^{-1}\). Several typical painted layer replicas have been tested in [33] for which the values of \( r_o k \) range between \( 1.6 \times 10^{-6} \) kg.m\(^{-2}\).s\(^{-1}\) and \( 8.0 \times 10^{-5} \) kg.m\(^{-2}\).s\(^{-1}\).
The test to identify the moisture permeability of the latex layer on the replica is performed as in the following. A parallelepipedal specimen of wood is submitted to a cycle of adsorption / desorption in a climatic chamber and its mass is measured regularly. The same specimen is then entirely covered by the same latex layer as for the replica, and the same experiment is repeated. Results on relative mass variations \( m(t)/m_i \), with \( m_i = m(t = 0) \) are depicted on Fig. A6.

![Image of Fig. A6](image)

Fig. A6. Normalised mass loss during drying test from 5%RH to 45%RH of a bare poplar piece and a latex-coated poplar piece.

Note that both evolutions should have the same asymptote \( m = m_\infty \) for long times. Since the moisture content in the first test (wood only) evolves much more rapidly, we can assume that for the second test, the moisture content in the specimen is uniform, while there is a jump through the latex layer. Taking the integral of the equation (a8) (in the whole specimen volume) leads to

\[
\int_\Omega \rho_\omega \frac{\partial w}{\partial t} d\Omega = \int_\Omega \rho_\omega D \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y^2} d\Omega = \int_\Omega \rho_\omega D \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} dS = -\int_\Omega \rho_\omega k(w - w_t - \Delta w) dS
\]

(a11)

and with the previous assumption, together with \( w = (m - m_o) / m_o \) (and \( m_o = r_o V \) is the oven-dry mass of the specimen, \( V = 80 \times 53 \times 55 \text{ mm}^3 \) being its volume and \( S \) its external surface) one gets

\[
\frac{dm}{dt} = \frac{1}{\tau'} (m_\infty - m) \quad \text{with} \quad \tau' = \frac{m_o}{\rho_o k S} = \frac{V}{k S} \quad \text{and} \quad m_\infty = m_i + m_o \Delta w
\]

(a12)

whose solution is

\[
m(t)/m_i = \left( m_\infty / m_i - 1 \right) \left( 1 - e^{-t'/\tau'} \right) + 1
\]

(a13)

Identifying the layer characteristic time \( \tau' \) from the experiment leads to \( \tau' = 1.4 \text{ hour} \) and \( r_o k = 2 \times 10^{-6} \text{ kg.m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \). This leads to \( b = 1.10 \) and, from Fig. A5, a corresponding value of \( 12M = 0.73 \) that indicates that the bending moment is over-estimated by 27% when considering the latex as perfectly impervious.